
SOUL OF MEXICO TOURS
SACRED MIGRATION BUTTERFLY TOUR

FEBRUARY 1-3, 2023
Americans and Canadians aren't the only snowbirds who migrate south for the winter. The
single most phenomenal migration of the world takes place between the Canadian province of
Ontario, and Mexico's majestic state of Michoacan.

Visit the UNESCO Protected Monarch Butterfly Biosphere with an award winning research
scientist, for an educational and rewarding experience. Spend the night in Michoacan's

nearby Pueblo Magico Tlalpujahua, which is famed for their hand-blown glass Christmas
ornaments. On February 3, we will visit the nearby charming town of El Oro de Hidalgo,

before returning to Morelia and Patzcuaro. This tour is designed for philanthropists with a
passion for protecting nature, and who feel compelled to make a difference.

HOW DOES THIS TOUR MAKE A DIFFERENCE?

It is estimated that between 150,000 to 250,000 people visit the Monarch Butterfly Biosphere
in Mexico each year. Most of those visitors enjoy seeing the Monarchs, but learn little to

nothing about their migration or environment, or how we as individuals, can make a difference
to Monarch survival. This tour educates our guests about the daily impact our personal

choices (eg: dietary), and offers fascinating insights into the health of monarch habitat, with a
focus on soil restoration and local solutions. Something foreigners rarely understand, even

after visiting the reserves, is that indigenous Mazahua groups have been living in and logging
the reserves since long before the world ever knew about the Monarch Migration. Due to

intense population growth and sustenance that relies heavily on logging, part of Dr.
Jaramillo's work with soil has involved hands-on work with indigenous Mazahua communities,
teaching them sustainable practices for organic avocado production, with sales that replace

any revenues lost through the surrender of traditional logging practices.



If you love this tour and would like to contribute to Dr. Jaramillo Lopez's research in the
reserves, please consider making a donation.

DETAILED ITINERARY

Wednesday February 1, 2023

Join us this evening for a special dinner at Morelia’s top-rated Cielo Cocina Fusion, and Dr. Jaramillo
Lopez for a fascinating lecture about the Monarch Butterflies, their migration patterns, life-span, and

health of their habitat.  “Hope for the Monarchs” is a hopeful insight into how we can assist the
Monarchs with our every day choices, and guests will have an opportunity to ask the professor

questions at the end of our lecture.  Enjoy a wonderful menu – all included for $800.  (Drinks and
Drink Tips are separate). 

Thursday February 2, 2023

This morning we depart Morelia at 8:30 AM for the Sierra Chincua Butterfly Reserve, which will take
us approximately 3.5 hours.  Enjoy a small snack in the parking lot before heading into the Sanctuary

with Dr. Jaramillo Lopez.

While guests are in the park, your host will be preparing a lovely picnic in the park, for you to enjoy
upon returning.  Sip on lovely wines from Baha’s Fundamento Vinicola, and enjoy visiting with Dr.

Jaramillo for the duration of our picnic.  We will then transfer to Tlalpujahua, where we will stay for
the night.

Picnic in Reserve and Hotel in Tlalpujahua included.  Entrance Fees Included.  Horseback Riding is
optional.

Friday February 1, 2023

This morning we will enjoy breakfast and last minute browsing in Tlalpujahua, before driving to El Oro
de Hidalgo, where our guide Gerardo Chavez will offer guests a walking tour of this enchanting little

town.  We will have lunch here before returning to Morelia.

Please Note:  Our guide will bring guests to Patzcuaro before returning to Morelia.  Patzcuaro guests
will be delivered to Estacion, where we will taxi to the centro together so the rest of the group can

return to Morelia.

All Meals are separate;  Walking tour of El Oro de Hidalgo includes entrance fees.

PRICE:  $10,000 MXN PER PERSON



SINGLE SUPPLEMENT IS $325 MXN

All transportation is included from Morelia, with return trip to Patzcuaro.  Dinner and Lecture at Cielo
Cocina Fusion is included (Drinks + Drink Tips separate).  Entrance Fees and Guided Tour of Sierra
Chincua Monarch Reserve with Dr. Jaramillo included.  Picnic in the park includes Mexican wines

from Baha.  Hotel in Tlalpujuahua Included.  Walking Tour in El Oro de Hidalgo includes all entrance
fees.  All other meals are separate.
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